Glossary

Aman : Winter paddy crop.
Bhadoi : Rainy season crop, harvested in the months of August and September.
Boro : Summer crop.
Bundh : Earthen dam.
Donga : Canoe.
Jala : Marshy lowland.
Jalapleban : A kind of high yielding variety of paddy cultivated in the heavily flooded areas.
Kala : Comparatively highlands where vegetables and pulses are grown.
Khal : Canal.
Khamar : Place for thrashing and winnowing grains.
Khesari : Chickling vetch.
Khot sar : Compost cow-dung.
Maskalai : Black gram.
Milan khasra : Plot to plot land use records.
Moong : Green gram.
Nadi : River/Stream.
Nim Khol : Oil-cake derived from crushing nim seeds.
Nutan patit : New fallow land.
Puratan patit : Old fallow land.
Rabi : Winter crop.
Seuni : Swing basket used for lifting irrigation water.